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Address To: King John C. Wayabire  Document #: 001 Date: 4-29-2020 
Secondary: Dr. James Kajete  Subject: Royal Website File: Website Options 
 

Greeting. I have read your public address and the one by President Museveni. Each speech 

was warm, informative, and straight to the point. Your expression as King was exceptional in 

revealing your tender compassion to your/our people. I will be referencing “our” in 

communications due to my love for the Ugandan people, particularly the people of Bugwere. I 

am a Ugandan at heart. If you would have me, I consider myself one of you.   

Overview: While this is the first of many documents of recommendations, I believe we should 

start with your public appearance via the website. In America, sites are the “go-to” place for 

vision, mission, and updates that affect your people. I am proposing an upgrade to your existing 

website. Our organization has won many awards for our progressive work online, mainly 

through our sites.  

While your technology workers can integrate the recommendations below, I am willing to build 

you a new website. I would not charge for any work done. We are donation based on all that we 

do. The cost of hosting through our provider (Wix) would be the responsibility of the Bugwere 

Kingdom. Wix is the only platform I use. What I can guarantee is this; the results would be a 

state of the art technology and appearance. Just let me know.  

Sample. Blue is the new you. The trending colors for Royalty are blue.  
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Noted Need: Your website is rated by our Institute as essential but minimal. Some of the links 

are unusable and lack well-defined content. The appearance reflects below standardized 

websites. As a King, this site needs a proper representation of your Royal position, not a typical 

non-functioning website. Perfection is our goal. When visitors, particularly from US Government 

officials, discover flaws in links and inadequate content – they will not become engaged. 

Websites classically represent how the leader manages their professionalism. Minimally it 

communicates the leader's style in handling official business, visitors, and dignitaries, etc. We 

need to polish your entry gate (website) to match how you genuinely manage your people. 

Proposal: The following pictures will express my suggestions for menu tabs and dropdowns. I 

will explain in detail following the pictures. 

Royal Vision Dropdown.   

 

Royal Vision dropdown menu should include the vision statement of the overview of the 

Bugwere Kingdown, the Mission Uganda (the country’s overall vision), and your Personal Vision 

(should be intimate and friendly) for the people of Bugwere. Subcategories should include 

Overview Mission, Culture Mission, Spiritual Mission, and COVID-19 Mission. I can help you 

write these if needed.  

Royal Team Dropdown. 

>>Royal Family 

 

Each of the dropdowns should include the official capacity, responsibilities, and position(s) each 

Royal holds. After official statements, the page should end with a personal message from the 

Royal – including their love for their people, personal goals, their favorite “thing” about the 

Bugwere people, hobbies, and interests. At the end of each Royals personal message, place an 
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email address – make it personal (queen_Sarah@bugwerekingdom.ug). As with all Royals, 

have that address forward/link to their personal assistant. Have the assistant forward the 

message to the Royal in a timely fashion. Encourage your Royal family members to be prompt 

in reply. Replies go back to the assistant – not to the emailer personally. Have the assistant 

send their message. It helps connect the people with the Royal.  

Under Mission Uganda, write the countries overall mission. End this section with a personal 

message from President Museveni – including support of your Royal position, the people of the 

Bugwere Kingdom, and your efforts in sustaining Uganda - this will help in USA negotiations. 

>>Royal Team/Household 

 

Earlier when I visited your website, your team had each of the members and positions of the 

Royal Household – the site is missing these essential links. I suggest putting them back in. I am 

further suggesting that you list the “Royal Advisors” as a separate link. The link should go to a 

page offering an official job bio for each advisor. While you have descriptions under “Organs,” 

there are no names of the official officeholders. Names & titles are essential for visitors hunting 

for the people fulfilling the position with a short bio. Email addresses should be provided for 

visitors to contact these officials at the end of their bios.   

>>Royal Team/Leaders (Organs)? 
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I do not understand the label “Organs.” If I don’t understand, other statesmen will not. I suggest 

the title of Royal Leaders. I encourage you to use terms that communicate with terms and labels 

that the global community understands. Secondly, all the links go to the same page – “ The 

Royal Court Secretariat (RCS).” Each dropdown noted in the picture should link to a page 

dedicated to that position, who leads this category, a description of that position, and the 

mission of each role you highlight under the dropdown “Organs.” All menu or dropdown links 

must go to an individual page fully explaining the menu item.  

>>Royal Projects 

 

The order of menu and dropdowns are adequate, BUT not one of them leads to a description 

page that connects the visitors to your “Royal Projects.” I and our ministry will be using your 

website to recruit businesses, governments, politicians, donors, and mission organizations. 

Under the present structure, I simply cannot use the site to accomplish this objective. It must be 

a high priority if I link others with the Bugwere Kingdom.  

In working with other countries, I understand that the method of connecting people is not 

typically through their official website. Thus, excellence is ignored. It needs to be understood; 

this is not healthy for international business and external donors. When a country or Kingdom 

states, “The Official website of…” and doesn’t provide the highest standard of user-friendly 

connectivity – they quickly move on.    

>>Royal Events 

 

The Royal Events menu item should connect visitors to a full page of events occurring every 

week, month, and even a year out. The “event” you have posted there is dated back to 2016. 

Not good. Royal events are a big deal to those visiting a Royal website.   
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>>Royal Media 

 

Visitors love media. We live in a media-centered culture. It is said, “ a picture is worth a 

thousand words.” A true statement. I can tell you as a media consultant, audio and video is the 

primary method interested “on-lookers” use to connect with leaders. We need to strengthen your 

media presence. 

If you haven’t started a weekly audio podcast, you might consider this option. Filing these 

weekly podcasts in an orderly fashion (latest at the top of the list) is critical. The key is to have 

an assistant record all your presentations, convert them into podcasts, and post them. Many, 

like myself, sit in front of a mic and do 15-minute recordings. Each recording should be on topics 

your people want to hear their King express. The podcast world is the #1 leading way youth 

connect. Today’s youth are tomorrow's Kingdom leaders.    

Your Royal Blog must remain updated. When I click on your blog, I get an “Error 404” notice. If 

you are not a writer, dictate your weekly entries to your secretary and then post each.    

>>Royal Partnerships 

 

The Partners dropdown menu links each to separate pages explaining the partnership category. 

On this page, your people should include the descriptive, how an “on-looker” can engage, and 

possibly a list of your active partners under each sub-category. People want to see proof. The 

picture consists of Royal Volunteers, Corporate Partners, International (country) Partners, 

Ugandan Partners, and Educational (Institutes) Partners. Under “Education Partners,” our 

Worldview Institute would be honored to join this list. www.WorldviewInstitute.center  
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>>Royal COVID-19 Updates 

Keep in mind that I will provide the data for all the categories 

revealed in the picture in my next proposal. As for our present 

need, this will be one of the essential menu items on your 

revised website.  

With the help of your healthcare providers, health advisors, 

and team members, we will provide the highest quality 

information available to your people. 

Until we get all the data posted, keep these high-risk people 

safe.  

 

CONCLUSION: 

The document you just read is phase-one of many proposals coming. You, as the King and your 

team, need to feed me questions along the way. I hope that the information within this proposal 

was helpful. I do request replies and feedback on all proposals. I typically do not move onto the 

next project until I receive feedback.  

I wrote this proposal for you. I understand that the details contained in it will be carried out by 

your skilled workers. Please remember, your website is our starting point because it is the 

venue we will use to secure donors, partnerships, and connectivity between your Kingdom and 

the United States.   

Until next time, 

Dr. Stephen R. Phinney 

Bugwere Special Council Member 
IOM America | IM Worldview Institute 
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